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Summary
	After finding out that the computers on the Nighthawk were tampered with, Ensign Tulpen beamed over to the Nighthawk and made sure no additional tampering was done to the ships system.  The intruders on the other hand were hostile and began to attack the Nighthawk.  The intruders ordered a complete and unconditional surrender.  But Captain Monroe decided otherwise and defended his ship.  But with the computer still having some of the tampered code in the system, the shields went down and a boarding party was beamed over.  The quick thinking of Lt Rose they were able to reboot the computer and switch over to the backup computer.  The boarding party was soon captured and held in the brig.

Announcements

Ø      The current arc will be run by Sam.


Time Lapse:
5 Minutes

Captain's Log Stardate 10608.19: From the war game we have damaged the Horatio by firing actual weapons on them.  I have ordered to crew to search and find the culprit. To make matters worse we have incoming units.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Never Reveal your Secrets III >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
@::sitting in one of the science stations on the damaged Horation. she has a small bruise on her head but otherwise is ok. She looks in disbelief at the data::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Down in engineering, helping to discover what went wrong.::
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Rocks gently, although the shuttles flight is perfectly stable::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::still in the Armoury scaring the Ensigns::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::enters Engineering, looking around to see who is there::
Host Captain_Hung says:
@CSO: Ensign I want you over to the Nighthawk and make sure they are not destroying evidence.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::sitting in his office, going over the initial reports of the incident::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*XO*: Status report.  ::Pacing back and forth::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
@::nods, having expected something similar::Captain_Hung: I will be sure to make a full impartial report. Shall I beam directly from here to their bridge?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::is fed up with the snivelling Starfleet brats and storms out finding nothing of use::
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::sets the shuttle down gently in the shuttle bay and turns to his team:: All: you guys know the drill... spread out, deal with the most injured first. Record and report all dead to me.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::Spots Rose and walks over to her:: SO: Hey little sister... where have you been hiding?
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Nods:: CMO: Affirmative.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
*CO*: I´m still going over the initial report sir.. There´s nothing new to report at this stage, however, I will get back to you as soon as I know more... ::Continues reading::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::storms into the XO's office unannounced her Cardassian Boots clanging on the deck as she does::  XO: Commander, this is obsurd!
Host Captain_Hung says:
@CSO: Go.  And make sure to carry this with you ::Throws a phaser to her::  You never know.
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::Opens the door:: All: Let's get to it folks... devide and conquer... pile out!
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::looks around the room, testing the mental ambience::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Begins to trace the tampering, only to find she has run against a blank wall.::  What the...  :: sits down at the console chair very annoyed.::
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Looks up at the CIV, surprised:: CIV: You mean, other than your barging in here without knocking the door or ringing the chime?

ACTION: As the Medical Team walks into the filled up Shuttlebay, they see badly burned victims.

MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Jumps out carrying medical kit. Shoots off towards nearest officer:: Officer: Are there any seriously injured?
MO_Ens_Holax says:
<Delete last>
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
@::accepts the phaser with a nod and a determined look::Horatio_OPS: Beam me over
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::placing her hands on her hips::  XO: Yes.
SO_Lt_Rose says:
*CO*: Captain?  Someone has somehow gotten into our computer system and planted some kind of work to erase whatever we were seeing before.
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::Waits for his team to pile out then follows behind:: Medics: Burn kits! Over there! ::points to the worst affected::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Finally realizing Varsh is near here, has spoken to her and she annoyed him, she blushes.::  CNS: I am sorry...

ACTION: The CSO Gets beamed directly to the Bridge of the Nighthawk

XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
CIV: Well... ::Looks at the door for a moment, then back at the CIV:: What is it then?
SO_Lt_Rose says:
<here = her>
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*SO*: Find out who.  I want to know.... ::Pauses as the shimmer of light diverts his attention::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
<annoyed= ignored>
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::as soon as she materializes she looks arround for the officer in charge::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::places a hand on her shoulder:: SO: No fret. You're distracted. ::glances down at the console:: Sabotage?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
XO: This whole episode set up to give Starfleet a reason to blame Cardassia and start an invasion.
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Jumps out and runs towards one of the burned officers indicated by CMO. Unpacks medical kit:: Injured OFficer: Can you hear me OK?
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::Approaches an officer lying on the ground and scans him with a medical tricorder::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CO: Ensign Christina Van Den Tulpen reporting as CSO ...and impartial investigation observer....sir!
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: Yes...  :: looks up frustrated::  I am not an engineer, nor am I trained in tactical.  I feel like a fish out of water trying to learn quickly how to breath air.
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
::Looks at the CSO:: CSO: Ok Ensign.  You have answered my questions.  And Captain Hung sent you?
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Frowns:: CIV: Who said that? We have not even completed our investigations and you already assume someone is being framed here?
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::counts the pips on the officer's collar, 2 and a half:: MO: HOLAX! Over here!
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::smiles:: SO: I'm not very good in those areas either, but I have faith in you. ::looks around again:: The Captain wants me to interview all the engineering personnel. ::moves over to the next console and pulls up the duty rosters::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
Self: a better welcome than expected. CO: Yes he did sir. Given the circunstances he wanted to be sure the investigation went normally. If you don't mind I would like to take a look at all data gathered
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Swiftly runs over to Trigger and looks at tricorder of CMO::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::rolls her eyes and looks to the ceiling::  XO: Oh come on Commander!  You can't be serious can you?  This whole thing is an obvious rouse.  War Games... Federation ship-to-Federation Ship... Put Cardassian Officer in charge of Tactical then launch real weapons from the Nighthawk seriously damaging second Federation Ship.  No...definately not a...
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CSO: Very well.  ::Directs her to the science console::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
XO: ...set up!
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@CMO: Dermal Regenerator?
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: When I first came down, the only thing I noticed was they were just as surprised and uncertain about things.  One of them handed me the current sensor data.  But now that data has been wiped and there was no way any of them could do that in such a short time... :: pauses and sighs::  Unless it was already planted.
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@MO: Two broken ribs and he's barely breathing but his heart's still beating... Laser scalpel.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: The data was erased from the PADD and the databases?
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Rolls eyes:: CIV: Your leading this has, at least for me, no added value, or special attention... It was an incident that, as far as we can tell now, could have happened to any one of this crew... And until we know more, that is what we will work with... ::Gets up from this chair:: Now if you don´t mind, I have more work to do..
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Pulls out Laser scalpel and carefully hands it to CMO::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CO: yes sir ::still holding her phaser she makes her way to the science console and starts accessing the data from the firing incident::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::does a surface scan of all the officers in the room, trying to catch someone trying to hide something::

ACTION: As both the Nighthawk and Horatio sit, the Kaneda Fighters report back on the intruder and call for reinforcements.

SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: Yes... and I do not know where to begin now.  I will basically have to do a search from one end of the system to the other, so to speak.  That will take more then the two hours we have.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::lets out an audible sigh:: XO: Sure... I understand.  Your Command Staff, you have to keep up the impartial front so that when this does reach it's natural conclusion you can say "We carried out the investigation impartially"  ::turns and heads for the door:: XO: Your secret is safe with me Commander
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::frowns::CO: I see the cardassian exchange officer was on duty at the time of the firing ...
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::takes the Scalpel and makes an incision in the side of the officer's ribcage::
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Continues to monitor patient's vitals::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
::Looks at the screen and sees that the fighters that were surrounding the ship start flying off:: CSO: Yes.  There was absolutely no tampering of the systems on his station.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: You have the time indexes of what is being looked for, right? And erasing data like that requires authorization codes. See if you can delve that far into the system, while I question... ::looks around again:: everybody.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Nods and sits down again, turning back to the report, no longer paying attention to Marat::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::reaches the door and walks out the clang of her boots stop as the door to the XO's Office comes to a close::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::nods::CO: Yes of course Self: but how much do you trust her? ::continues reading the engineering reports::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Nodding, turns around and begins to pull up the data.::
Host Captain_Hung says:
@COM: Nighthawk: CO: Captain we might have a little problem.  There is couple of ships approaching and is not givng thier identity.  We might have to pull out.
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::cuts a little deeper into the officer's side::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::arrives on the bridge in a huff::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*XO*: We have a little problem, Commander, we have unidentified ships incoming.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::transfers the duty roster to his PADD:: All: Ok, everybody listen up. I'm going to question all of you... so no-one leave. If you know of someone who left between the incident and the time I arrived, tell me now.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::looks at the view screen at the voice of the horation captain::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::spots Captain Hung on the viewscreen::
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Looks up at this new interruption:: *CO*: Unidentified ships..?
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
COM: Horatio: Capt Hung: Captain how may ships?
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Watches the CMO closely. Holax still has a lot to learn before he develops this kind of skill::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: As the code scrolls by, she moves a finger along the screen, scanning.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::moves over to the CEO's office and calls in the first person::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CO: Alien ships and a possible traitor aboard, certainly not a coincidence
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::flinches very slightly as a gush of fluid escapes from the incision... he always knows it's coming but never expects it::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::hearing the CSO she turns and spots the blonde blue eyed pretty then turns to the CO::  CO: Who's the princess?  ::pointing in the CSO's direction over her shoulder::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: As the names scroll past, it takes her a moment to realize there was a name she never remembered seeing.::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::glances sideways at the CIV and tugs her phaser. But doesn't respond to the obvious comment about her::
Host Captain_Hung says:
@COM: Nighthawk: CO: 2 Ships.  They are currently attacking our fighters.  ::Looks behind him to the TIC and sees the multiple triangles engage to circles::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Calls out turning around:: CNS: Varesh... :: Only to see he is not there.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::Starts questioning the first officer::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CIV: Someone that is an impartial observer
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::intently observes the CIV and the CO::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::ignoring the CO's response about the CSO::  CO: Sir we have to identify who those ships belong too
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Turns back around and pulls up the ships manifest.::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::hears Rose calling:: EO: Sorry... wait here. ::gets up and walks to the office door:: SO: You called?
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Continues scanning:: CMO: His heart rate and blood pressure is steady, his breathing is getting there.
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CIV: Well they seem to be hostile, and are attacking our fighters.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
<replace Sir with Captain.... the Glinn would never use that term to a Starfleet Officer... thanks :)>
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Gets up from his seat and puts the padd with the report in his pocket. With a few quick strides he reaches his exit and a few steps later, the TL:: TL: Bridge!
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Looks over her shoulder.::  CNS: Do you know an engineer called Donovan Vesalwick?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::frowns:: SO: Not off the top of my head. ::walks over to her:: Do we?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CO: That doesn' tmean we should not identify who they are incase we need to alert our governments of a possible enemy should we not return from this battle
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CO: I volunteer to pilot one of the fighters to go out and investigate
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: I do not see him on the current manifest, nor do I remember anyone by that name, but that is not too odd given I usually stay down in the labs.

ACTION: The battle damaged Horatio begins to move away from the present location and begins launching all secondary fighters.

XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Enters the bridge and walks over to the CO::
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@MO: Keep an eye on him. ::taps his com badge:: *Horatio sickbay*: Sickbay, this is the chief medical officer from the USS Nighthawk, what is your status up there?
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CIV: No one is piloting a fighter until I find out... ::Gets distracted from the viewscreen as the Horatio Leave::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: Not so odd, because I don't know that name at all. No mention at all in the personnel database? Stationed on any other ships?
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
COI agree we should clear the area, solve our internal problems and then the external ones ...
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CO: Well we'd better do something... and do it quick
Host Captain_Hung says:
<Horatio Sickbay>: *CMO*: We are swamped with people.  It is a mess down here.  We have no room right now for anyone.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::spots the XO arrive::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: I am checking for that now...
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@*Horatio sickbay*: How many staff do you have?
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
XO: Take the helm.  CSO: I am stealing your services.  Power up main engines.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*CO*: Captain, we might have a lead down here, I will keep you informed.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::walks to the helm and takes control immediately, also pulling up a status report::
Host Captain_Hung says:
<Horatio Sickbay>: *CMO*: We are currently short staffed.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::frowns::CO: ... Yes sir
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: It looks like he was assigned to the starbase we were just at... :: Looks up::
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Begins to carefully administer dermaline gel to the burns on the patient's face::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*CNS*: Make is quick
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Activates the main engines and turns his head around slightly:: CO: Main engines firing up now, captain..
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@*Horatio sickbay*: What is the status of your CMO?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CO: We should also consider bringing our crew back from that crippled ship before it is destroyed.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CIV: What avbout the crew of the crippled ship?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: Does the computer have records of what work he did on the ship?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::turns to the 'princess':: CSO: Leave them.  Expendable.
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CSO/CIV: When it becomes critical we will.
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CIV: No one here is expendable, not you nor anyone else.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CIV: I see ::makes a mental note::To my standards no Federation life is better than another. You have a different standard?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CO: If it becomes the difference between all dead or some dead... I'll choose the some anyday Captain.
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: Don't hold your breath... if he was good.  If he was not... I will find it.  :: Determination in her eyes.::
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
CO: Coming about... Which course shall I steer sir?
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::changing subject::CO: Sir you needed my services?
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
XO: Set a course to the battle area.  We will defend ourselves.  CIV: We have full weapons capablilities?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::waves a hand in the air::  CSO: This is no time for your Traitor Hunt 'Princess'.  Leave the art of war up to those that understand
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: I'm sure we have better people on board than him. ::reaches up to tap his commbadge:: *CO*: We found record in our computers of an engineer from the starbase we just left - trying to find out what he did in our computers.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Nods and enters the assigned course:: CO: Yes sir, coming about to course 315 mark 16..
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@self: Dammit! ::turns to Holax:: MO: Take over here, work your way up towards the bridge, I'm headed for sickbay. ::strides out of the shuttle bay::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CO: Probably, but if you expect me to go anywhere near a Tactical Terminal right now... think again.  ::looking stern::
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Continues to spread on the dermaline gel::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::smiles to the CIV::CIV: I am glad we have such officers
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CIV: I don't want you to goto the tactical terminal, because I am going to fire them myself.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Looks around at the small arguement forming behind his back::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::wonders how he is supposed to tell if we have full weapons capabilities if she doesn't 'GO' to the Tactical Terminal::
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::runs through the corridors until he reaches sickbay:: All: Where's the CMO?
Host Captain_Hung says:
@<Sickbay Doctor>: CMO: Laying on the table.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::looks at all officers in the bridge knowing the tension is high...but if only that would reveal the traitor. Then she decides its probably more usefull to try and scan those ships::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
::Walks back the terminal:: XO: Give me a wide arc pattern.
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@Doctor: You got an EMH?
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: OK... it looks like he worked on one of the computer junctions... and... :: Runs a finger along the computers diagnostic records as she looks::  and he did something with flight and... here.  :: Pauses the scroll::  He was working on the ships weapons system.
Host Captain_Hung says:
@<Sickbay doctor>: CMO: He was taken out and was suppose to be put in on Tuesday.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Nods and puts the command in the computer:: CO: Yes sir.. Flight pattern adjusted for wide arc...
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: This not good. Do you think switching over to the back-up computer systems will have any effect?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::decides to grab hold of the rail behind the CO's chair for support in the battle::
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Receives the Laser Scalpel and places it down. Picks up the Osteogenic Stimulator and applies it to the fractures of the ribs::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CO: I've been taking a look at the sensor data on those ships and its rather intriguing....
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CSO: Indulge me.  ::Stand by all weapons::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CO: Their design is Klingon but their weaponry is Cardassian ::purpously does NOT look at the CIV::
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@Self: For gods sake. ::looks around:: Doctor: All these people still on their feet, get them out of here and into cargo bays, shuttle bays, back to their own quarters for all I care, make room for the more seriously wounded.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::turns to the CSO at her report::  CSO: Obviously stolen parts and equipment.  Scan the life-forms.  Are they Packled?
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CIV: Obviously ... scanning
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: It should put us back to ground zero without hurting anything else going on... :: considers.::

ACTION: As the Nighthawk enters the battle area, they see fighters dancing around the two attacking vessels.  And slowly one by one they are shot like flys near a fly trap.

CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::sits down at another console and accesses the back-up computers using his access codes:: SO: I think we need to compare the back-up and the main computers to see if there was any tampering there.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::actively scans the alien ships while recording the data from all consoles on the bridge::
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::taps his badge again:: *CO*: Sir, I need more bodies over here, the Chief medic is lying on a biobed and the Horatio is short staffed.
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*CMO*: Well I would love to help you but we are at alert status.  Stand by and I will see who I can spare.
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Sighs::  CNS: Alright... but do you think it would be safe to let the computer do this?  It will take a very long time for us to find something like that.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
All: The vessel's crew seems to be an assortment of races. They are not particularly packed
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CSO: Hail them.
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Finishes applying the Osteogenic Stimulator and closes up the patient::
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@*CO*: As soon as you can please Captain, it's looking grim over here.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: I'm sure running a verification between the two systems will quickly point out any discrepancies. I'd hate to have us switch over and the same problems are in the back-up.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::hails the ships::CO: Hailing frequencies open
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::is interested to see if they answer the hail::
Host Captain_Hung says:
#<Voice>: COM: Nighthawk: You are to surrender your vessel to us.
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::walks round the biobeds with a tricorder:: Doctor: Doctor, over here!
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: Alright... lets do that.  :: Enters the command codes and orders for the computer to proceed.::  Meanwhile... let me see if I can find some more out about our thorn.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Takes the ship around for another go at the ship, making sure to use as many of their weapon arrays as possible::
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Administers Formazine, to try and wake the patient without causing more stress than is necessary
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
Self: That was quick
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
COM: Unknown ship: Your act of agression is not welcomed here.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: You do that, I will enquire from our engineers if they know anything about this Donovan character.
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: Alright...
Host Captain_Hung says:
#<Voice>: COM: Nighthawk: As I said before surrender your vessel now!  Before I arrange for its destruction.
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@Doc: DOCTOR!
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::gets up and goes over to the officers clustered around the warp core to question them::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::turns to the CSO:: CSO: Can you check the Universal Translator logs and see what race that ::pointing at the ceiling where the comm. voice sounded:: voice came from?
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::nods and sees what was the original language of the transmission::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Patiently weeding through the information she is getting, going up one blind alley to another.::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::turning back to the CO::  CO/CSO: We have to assume whoever responded is in command.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Looks at the viewscreen to catch a better look of the ships::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::pauses:: *CO*: Captain, we have evidence that an engineer from the starbase we left tampered with tactical, engineering and flight systems.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
All: the language they are originally using is Klingon but that in itself says nothing of their alliegeance
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Jumps up and stops suddenly. He stands for 5 seconds without moving a muscle, then snaps out of it and moves to the nearest unconscious officer. Scans and identifies nothing but first degree burns and a raised level of adrenaline::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
COM: Unknown Ship: Your threats have no meaning here.  We will defend ourselves.
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*CNS*: What?  XO: Double check your systems.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::turning back the the CSO::  CSO: But now we know how to play the game.  CO/CSO: Knowing the race in charge we know how to 'manipulate' them and understand battle tactics if you know what I mean.
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Swiftly administers first aid on the burns::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::listens in to the conversation with the CNS::
Host Captain_Hung says:
#<Voice>: Nighthawk: We will see about that.  ::Cuts the Commlink::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*CO*: We're checking the main computer against the back-ups to see if the back-up was affected. We will know shortly.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Nods and checks his systems, wondering how they could possibly change while he was using them, without his noticing immediately:: CO: Yes sir...
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: calls:: CNS: Varesh... ask them if any of them remember that man.  Whoever he is or was, he is not currently on anyones active list.

ACTION: A signal beam from one of the unknown ships hits the Nighthawk and slowly one by one the Navigational system goes offline.

CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CIV: That could be true if all the crew was from the same race, which is not the case. Guessing is all we can do as who is calling the shots. I'll be recording their attack patterns, perhaps that can help
Host NightWind says:
@<Horatio Doc> CMO: What?
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@::Shouts to nearest officer who is standing and shaking slightly:: Officer: Are there any more seriously injured on this deck?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CSO: Your not following... if the Nighthawk's Captain was Klingon, do you not think his battle tactics incorporated would be primarily... Klingon?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::nods at Rose's words and asks the engineers if they recall anything::
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Looks at his systems again, wishing he had not thought his previous thought:: CO: Sir, I am loosing all navigational systems...
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::moves a dead body from a bed:: Doc: I'm taking over this sickbay... I don't know why you still have dead bodies on these beds but get them moved and make room for the barely living!
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CIV: Depends on who the tactical officer was. All: Its possible they have opur prefix code!
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CSO: AS well, we could play on Klingon personality weaknesses
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
XO: Commander compensate.
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Listens as the computer finishes its check::  CNS: Varesh, the backup system appears to be fine.

ACTION: The Nighthawk's Shields go down. As the Defensive Systems go down.

CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*CO*: Captain, Rose reports that the back-up computer seems unaffected. I suggest we switch over to that system.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Takes manual control of the ship and looks out the viewscreen to make sure they won´t hit anything:: CO: Yes sir...
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
CO: Captain, we have to retreat.
Host NightWind says:
@<Horatio Doc> :: Very annoyed::  CMO: If you look around you, you will see why!  And I bet we can owe all of this to you!
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::taps her console furiously trying to keep their signal out. She even tries disconnecting the com receuivers::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
::Hears a bleep from the console:: *CNS*: Switch to it now!
Host Captain_Hung says:
<Computer>: Intruder alert.  Deck 2 Section: 34
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Hearing the captains rather frantic response, she reaches for the button that will switch systems.::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
:: hearing the Computer she pulls out her Disruptor and heads for the TL::
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Looks at the CIV:: CIV: With navigation systems like this, we are not going anywhere fast...
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::steps into the TL::  TL: Deck Two Section 34
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
XO: Commander, take care of our visitors.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::listens to the intruder alert claxons and again is gladf  to be armed::
SO_Lt_Rose says:
CNS: Compleated...
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@Doc: Just get it done or I'll make sure YOU'RE held responsible for any more crew dying for lack of treatment! ::taps his badge:: *MO*: Holax, start moving the more seriously injured up to sickbay,
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Gets up and runs to the tl, pulling out his phaser::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::arriving on Deck Two she carefully steps from the TL taking short quick peeks around the door of the open TL::

ACTION: The backup computer kicks in and all systems are returned to normal.

CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
*CO*: Sir, you should have full control again
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Noting the intruder alert:: CNS: Shall I secure engineering?
MO_Ens_Holax says:
@CMO: Will do sir.
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: Lock down engineering, yes.

ACTION: A disrupter blast rips by the CIV.

CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
CO: The backup computer worked, we have shields. Shall I take the helm?
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::ducks back into the TL then points her Disruptor around the corner and fires three shots blindly::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*CNS*: Very well.  CSO: Let's give them something to play with.  Attach Pattern Delta.
Host NightWind says:
@ <Horatio Doc> CMO: My concern is for those living... :: turns back to the man he was working on.::  You find extra hands to move those who no longer care....
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Enters the TL and orders it to deck two::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::nods and takes the XO's last chair::CO: Attack pattern delta engage3d
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Begins lock down procedures for engineering.::

ACTION: Another 5 shots shoots back

CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::takes another quick peek around the corner to size up the numbers and dispuseal pattern of the intruders::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::pushes herself back in the TL so fast she slams against the back wall::  Self: Sheesh... it sure would be nice if we had some grenades
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::Grabs the doctor by the scuff of his neck and slams him against the wall:: Doc: If your concern was for the living then why do the dead lie on these beds while the living writhe in agony in the corridors? Answer me that!
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::sits back in her chair, making sure the Captain has leeway to shoot while evading enemy fire::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::looks around:: All: OK everybody, arm yourselves.
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
::Fires all weapons at the attacking ships::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::taps the TL's Comm Panel::  *CO* Captain, we have five intruders huddled in a corner on Deck Two Section 34.  Can we put up a containment field around them?
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Exits the TL a short way away from the CIV and looks into the corridor carefully, his phaser now held in the air, pointing into the corridor::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CSO: Do it.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::points her disruptor around the corner again firing blindly trying to keep the intruders at bay::
Host NightWind says:
@ <Horatio Doc> :: Reaches out to hit the stranger, calling for security::  CMO: If that patient dies... if you have a license... I will see that you never practice again.  Now get out of my way mister.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::nods and brings up the OPS controls, putting a containment field on the designated area::

ACTION: As the Nighthawk fires it hits the attacking ships dead on.  One of the ships is damaged heavily.  The other one begins to turn tail and flee.

SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Looks at Varesh and sighs::  CNS: You know, I promised the CMO not to see him anytime soon in a professional manner.
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::takes a deep breathe::CO: Good work sir. Shall I plot a course back to the horatio?
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
::holds out a phaser:: SO: Then make sure we don't have to.
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
*CO* Captain I repeat:  We have five intruders huddled in a corner on Deck Two Section 34.  Can we put up a containment field around them?
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Sees the phaser fire and ducks back into safety::
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
CSO: Put a tractor beam on that ship.  I want it for questioning.
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*CIV*:: It is up.
SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Takes the phaser with a sigh::
CSO_Ens_Tulpen says:
::nods and activates the tractor beam on the crippled vessel. Then plots a course back::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::carefully peeks around the corner to see if the intruders are imprisoned::
CNS_Cmdr_Varesh says:
SO: I will make sure you don't end up in sickbay, and if we do, I will treat you myself.
XO_Cmdr_Jackson says:
::Hears the familiar sound of a forcefield activating and looks out again, seeing the intruders now safe behind the forcefield::

ACTION: The intruders find out they are imprisoned and start dropping their weapons.

SO_Lt_Rose says:
:: Smiles::  CNS: He is actually quite good... but I have been visiting him too often in a professional capacity. :: Moves to a more strategic place.::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::seeing them imprisoned she steps out looking smuggly at them::
CMO_LtJG_Trigger says:
@::grabs the hand about to hit him:: Doc: If ANY of the living crew waiting for a bed die I'll personally see to it that you recieve a full court martial. Treat him and then get this sickbay cleared! ::releases the doctor and storms out of sickbay headed for the bridge::
CIV_Glinn_Marat says:
::spots the XO::  XO: Commander... nice of you to show for today's main event
CO_Capt_Monroe says:
*XO*: Commander I want the intruders in the brig for questioning.
Host NightWind says:
@ <Horatio Doctor>:: Watching the man leave, he notices to officers bringing someone else in. Mutters::  And with a wave of my hand... Jenkins: You and Thomas find someone to help you clear the dead... I know... I know... we have few, but...

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


